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Abstract: This review highlights recent developments in the field of epileptic seizure prediction. We 

argue that seizure prediction is possible; however, most previous attempts have used data with an 

insufficient amount of information to solve the problem. The review discusses four methods for 

gaining more information above standard clinical electrophysiological recordings. We first discuss 

developments in obtaining long-term data that enables better characterisation of signal features and 

trends. Then we discuss the usage of electrical stimulation to probe neural circuits to obtain robust 

information regarding excitability. Following this we present a review of developments in high-

resolution microelectrode technologies that enable neuroimaging across spatial scales. Finally, we 

present recent results from data-driven model-based analyses, which enable imaging of seizure 

generating mechanisms from clinical electrophysiological measurements. It is foreseeable that the field 

of seizure prediction will shift focus to a more probabilistic forecasting approach leading to 

improvements in the quality of life for the millions of people who suffer uncontrolled seizures. 

However, a missing piece of the puzzle is devices to acquire long-term high quality data. When this 

void is filled, seizure prediction will become a reality. 
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1. Introduction 

 

"Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future" Niels Bohr (Ellis, 1970). 

 

This article presents a review of relatively new methods in the research field of epileptic seizure 

prediction. The fundamental goal of seizure prediction is to improve the quality of life for patients with 

epilepsy. A good seizure prediction method could minimise the risk of injury by providing advanced 

warning to the patient and carers, and allow the optimisation of anti-epileptic treatment. Given the 

restrictions and hazards caused by the intermittent and seemingly random occurrence of seizures in 

most patients, a successful seizure prediction method will enable patients to lead relatively normal 

lives. 

 

The notion of seizure prediction means different things to different groups, so perhaps the best place to 

start such a review is with a definition on what we mean by prediction. In particular, we would like to 

differentiate the notion of prediction to forecasting or anticipation of a future event.  Although there is 

overlap between these concepts, we differentiate prediction to mean a particular outcome will occur at 

a particular time in the future with 100 percent certainty.  Forecasting is a more general scenario, where 

a range of possible outcomes with associated probabilities of occurrence is anticipated [1]. In this 

context, the problem of seizure forecasting is probabilistic. The probability may be based on current 

measurements or historical knowledge (prior beliefs), or both. When the probability of a seizure 

occurring is sufficiently high the brain is in a pro-seizure, or pro-ictal state. In contrast, with a seizure 

prediction when the point of no return has been passed, then the brain is in a pre-seizure state. 

 

A central hypothesis in the field of seizure prediction is based on the postulated existence of an altered 

brain state that is measurably different from a normal state, via electroencephalography (EEG) time 

series analyses.  Originally, the field of seizure prediction was inspired by anecdotal evidence from 

patients who experienced alterations in behaviour or mood prior to seizures. Although self-reporting is 

generally considered unreliable [2, 3], there is now conclusive evidence for the existence of changes in 

brain state from multiple imaging modalities.  

 

Despite the evidence of altered states of consciousness immediately prior to seizures, most EEG-based 

seizure prediction algorithms have failed to perform better than a random predictor [4].  The earlier 

studies have been largely based on algorithmic time-series analysis of EEG. A major drawback in the 

times-series analysis methods is the high level of abstraction of the features of the signals from the 

mechanisms that lead to seizures [5]  

 

Typically, the data used in seizure prediction studies is from a collection of short-term EEG recordings.  

This is because high-quality long-term data has not been available. The use of short-term data restricts 

the number of patient-specific seizures that are acquired and imposes limitations in developing 

algorithms.  The low number of seizures per patient is typically overcome by pooling data across 

patients, although it is well known that the mechanisms that lead to seizures are patient-specific. The 

consequence of insufficient data has been grandiose claims and questionable science.  For example, a 

popular feature in seizure prediction studies is bivariate synchrony, which quantifies the similarity of 

EEG from different channels. On a 100 channel EEG (without frequency decomposition, which is 

generally required) there is 99900 unique signal combinations that can be studied.  It is highly probable 

that at least one of these signals will show changes prior to a seizure greater than a random predictor, 

which is not particularly meaningful without the proper statistical corrections.   

 

Given the paucity of patient-specific data that has previously been available prior to the Cook et al. 

(2013) study, it was not possible to tackle the problem of seizure forecasting. The number of recorded 

seizures has not been sufficient to construct probability distributions. The opacity of a purely signal 

processing approach oversimplifies the complex neural processing that takes place between the input 

and output.  This further highlights the need to obtain more useable information and develop methods 

that utilise this information.  This will potentially yield physiological insights into how seizures 

develop, specifically, the ability to clearly delineate a pro-seizure state in the data.   

 

Increasing the resolution of the information can be achieved by recording higher-frequency or longer-

term data. More patient-specific seizures can be studied by collecting long-term data, which will enable 

a more robust analysis of EEG-based features. Advances in collecting long-term data will be discussed 

in Section 2. 
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More physiologically meaningful information can also be extracted via an active EEG approach [6, 7].  

Active EEG, or probing, involves using electrical stimulation to interrogate the responsiveness of an 

area of cortical tissue.  Small perturbations from normal brain activity can be used to determine neural 

excitability, which is a known marker for a pre-seizure state [8]. 

 

Another obvious way of increasing the information available from electrophysiological signals is to 

increase the spatial resolution of the data, by using high-resolution microelectrode arrays.  High-

resolution arrays have the potential to capture seizure-related activity at the single neuron level, where 

changes have been observed prior to behavioural onset [9]. Progress in this regard is discussed in 

Section 4. 

 

Seizure prediction and forecasting methods should be focused towards extracting information related to 

mechanisms responsible for epileptogenesis and ictogenesis.  Information regarding mechanisms can 

be extracted from EEG signals by assimilating patient-specific data with knowledge of physiological 

processes.  The physiological processes are encoded into a computational model and the mechanisms 

are reflected as changes in parameters of the model. Estimating changes in key physiological 

parameters from data could provide direct insight into seizure evolution and identify physiological 

markers of a pro-seizure state.  Advances in this area are discussed in Section 5. 

 

The structure of the rest of the paper will elaborate on some current research directions starting with 

Section 2 on long-term EEG recordings and the current technology being used to perform these.  Next 

is a Section on active EEG and probing studies, followed by data collection from high-resolution 

electrode arrays in Section 4.  The final new approach in this review paper is a model-based approach 

to seizure forecasting based on physiological insights into mechanisms of ictogenesis and 

epileptogenesis.     

 

2. Long-Term Recordings 

 

Previous studies on seizure prediction have been mostly based on the analysis of short-term (days to 

weeks) intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG) obtained during pre-surgical evaluation. The 

inherent limitation with using this type of data was that the data sets were small with few seizures and 

limited interictal iEEG. In practice, seizure prediction using EEG would be long-term (months and 

more) and based on the individual patient, specifically tuned to the individual patient to optimize 

performance. Long-term continuous EEG recordings may reveal patient-specific morphology of the 

EEG during the pre-seizure period. This was actually found to be the case in a first-in-man study by 

Cook et al. (2013) [2] and another study using dogs with naturally occurring epilepsy by Howbert et al. 

(2014) [10]. These studies were conducted using an investigational implantable device that recorded 

iEEG continuously and a real-time seizure forecasting algorithm to indicate seizure likelihood. This is 

currently the only implantable device that monitors and records EEG continuously. 

 

There are two other devices that continuously monitor the EEG, but they can only store limited 

segments of electrographic data for post-review. First, the US FDA approved Neuropace Responsive 

NeuroStimulation (RNS) system, which is a responsive direct brain stimulation treatment for adults 

with refractory epilepsy [11]. The device was designed to detect epileptiform activity in the EEG after 

it has occurred and then apply therapeutic stimulation to stop the seizure, so by definition, it employs 

seizure detection and not prediction. Three computationally efficient seizure detection features are 

provided that are known as area, line-length, and half wave. The physician can configure the detection 

parameters to optimize the performance for each individual patient. The definitions of seizure detection 

and prediction become blurred if the detection algorithm is reliably detecting epileptiform activities 

that consistently precede clinically manifested seizures in a particular patient, so that the detection 

algorithm is predicting the occurrence of seizures. It is for this reason that continuous EEG monitoring 

and recording is important, so that we can determine whether a patient has a consistent pre-seizure 

EEG pattern. 

 

The second device is a fully implantable closed-loop deep brain stimulation (DBS) system that has 

recently been developed for investigational use by Medtronic. This system, the Activa PC + S 

neurostimulator, is based on the Activa PC neurostimulator (approved by US FDA for Parkinson’s 

disease, essential tremor and dystonia), but with additional sensing and detection features [12]. This 

device has been implanted into dogs to investigate a method for actively tracking excitability of the 
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brain by Freestone et al. (2013) [13]. This seizure prediction method utilises an active strategy to 

monitor cortical excitability by measuring responses to low-intensity electrical stimulation. This 

approach is a paradigm shift from the conventional passive technique of looking for pre-seizure EEG 

patterns. The results from this approach are promising and the inherent advantage of this technique is 

that only continuous data analysis, but not continuous recording is needed. 

 

One of the main issues with the current generation of implantable devices is that they are highly 

invasive, so gaining regulatory approval is difficult with high associated costs. The invasiveness and 

high costs of these implantable devices impede their adoption into clinical practice. To address this 

issue, McLaughlin et al. (2012) [14] and our group (unpublished) are working on sub-scalp EEG 

recording implants for the clinical management of epilepsy patients. These minimally invasive 

implants are aimed for epilepsy diagnosis, anti-epileptic therapy assessment and optimisation, and 

seizure warning (advanced seizure warning to the patient to minimise the risk of injury, as well as 

alerting the carer after the patient has had an event). 

 

The trend for the field of seizure prediction in the near future is moving towards implantable devices 

that continuously capture and analyse the EEG in a patient-specific approach. In this way sufficient 

statistics can be computed to obtain a real-time estimation of seizure likelihood in the context of 

forecasting of future events. 

 

3. Active EEG 

 

Active EEG, or probing, is a method of using electrical stimuli to access more information regarding 

the excitability of neural networks, compared to passively observing. Probing is similar to evoked 

potential studies of the sensory systems; however, the quantity that is measured is neural excitability 

for the purpose of seizure anticipation. Measuring brain excitability using an active EEG and/or TMS 

approach has been shown to be an effective measure to study the pro- and pre-seizure states (see 

Badawy et al., (2012) [15] for a review).  

 

The probing method is largely inspired by an engineering technique for reverse-engineering electronic 

circuits: measuring the impulse response. The impulse response is a measurement of a circuit’s 

response to an infinitesimally brief stimulation. Characteristics of the response, such as amplitude, rise 

and decay times, are sufficient to completely characterise linear circuits. Importantly, the responses 

provide insights that are impossible to gain from passive measurements. The clever usage of responses 

to single pulse stimulation has also been used as an early warning indicator of critical transitions in 

nonlinear systems, such as ecosystems, finance, climate, and the brain [16, 17]. Early warning 

indicators exploit a phenomenon known as critical slowing. Critical slowing refers to the time a system 

takes to recover from a small perturbation. For example, when parameters of a system change, moving 

the dynamics toward a critical transition point, or bifurcation, the system responses to small stimuli 

become larger and returning to equilibrium takes longer. 

 

Theoretically, studies have shown that an active paradigm is required to track seizure-related 

excitability changes in computational models of epilepsy [18, 19]. These theoretical studies showed 

that passive approaches to predict seizures are less likely to succeed due to a lack of usable information 

regarding seizure related synchronization. An active method to study seizure can provide more 

information about the underlying mechanisms of the system.  

 

The mainstream use of electrical stimulation for functional mapping of cortical circuits originates from 

the pioneering work of Penfield et al., (1937) [20]. Through advances in technology and refinements of 

electrophysiological techniques, electrical stimulation is now also used to map epileptic networks with 

methods known as cortico-cortical evoked potentials (CCEPs) and single-pulse electrical stimulation 

(SPES) [21, 22, 23]. Mapping epileptic networks through electrical stimulation has numerous 

advantages; the most beneficial of which is alleviating the need to wait for seizures. Furthermore, the 

responses to stimulation provide a high quality signal that can be used to perform rigorous analyses. 

 

Single pulse electrical stimulation has also been used to track the evolution of the epileptic process in 

the kindling animal model [24, 24], where the amplitude of neural responses increased with the 

progression of the pathological changes. More recently, single pulse electrical stimulation has been 

used to track neural excitability through the evolution of pentylenetetrazole (PTZ) induced seizures 
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[25]. The responses to electrical stimulation showed characteristics of critical slowing as the time to 

seizure shortened.  

  

Active EEG involving electrical stimulation was first used in the context of seizure anticipation by 

Kalitzin et al., (2005) [7], where they developed a measure of seizure likelihood by analyzing 

synchronization of EEG to periodic perturbations. The Kalitzin paper was a hallmark study, since it 

successfully demonstrated that active EEG approach was applicable for tracking pre-seizure dynamics 

in humans. The Kalitzin study also motivated the study of Freestone et al., (2011) [6], who used single 

pulse electrical stimulation for the purpose of seizure prediction. The Freestone et al. study showed the 

potential for single pulse electrical stimulation to reveal changes in relation to sleep patterns and prior 

to seizures in patients undergoing incranial EEG monitoring.   

 

The active EEG approach for seizure anticipation can be naturally incorporated into therapeutic devices 

for seizure abatement via electrical stimulation. The new generation of deep brain stimulation systems 

are capable of recording, processing, and responding to characteristics of electrical evoked potentials 

[12]. These devices can respond to abnormal responses with therapeutic stimulation that can modulate 

cortical excitability [26]. It has also recently been shown that these devices can track changes in neural 

excitability in canines in relation to circadian rhythms and anti-epileptic drug levels [13, 27]. These 

studies highlight the potential for the active EEG approach to be used for seizure anticipation, titrating 

therapies, and controlling seizures.  

  

4. High-Spatial Resolution Measurements 

 

It is remarkable that the tasks of seizure prediction, detection and control can be performed with 

macroscopic measurements. Ideally for seizure prediction, we would be able to track micro-scale 

activity within the cellular networks that are directly implicated in the emergence of a seizure [28, 29, 

30, 31, 9, 32]. However, we cannot yet implant a sufficiently large number of micro-electrodes to track 

the coalescence of pre-seizure, micro-scale events across large regions of the brain; so, other strategies 

are needed. Data assimilation methods that can link macroscopic or mesoscopic recordings to 

microscopic activity are a promising avenue of investigation. For instance, high-resolution recordings 

at the mesoscale, which are currently highly tractable, offer the potential to infer neural population 

firing rates because it has been demonstrated that broadband local field potential power is proportional 

to local firing rates [33, 34]. However, to validate methods that integrate between spatial scales we 

need higher spatial resolution electrophysiological recordings [35, 36]. Here we briefly review the 

current state of the art in high-resolution electrode arrays and consider how high-resolution arrays can 

be useful for seizure prediction. Table 1 summarises the properties of example high-resolution 

strategies that are currently available. 

 

In invasive epilepsy monitoring the standard intracranial macroscale electrode arrays and 

configurations (single subdural strips, grids, or depth arrays and any combination thereof) typically 

have electrode contacts on the order of 1-10 mm
2
 with anywhere between 4 and 256 electrodes, and the 

typical minimum electrode separation distance is 5-10 mm [37, 38].  

 

More recent research approaches have involved high-resolution non-penetrating or penetrating 

measurements. In some of these studies very short penetrating (1-3 mm long) or non-penetrating 

microelectrodes (40 micron diameter) are positioned between the macroscale electrode contacts to give 

an interlaced combination of micro- and macro-scale measurements with a spacing of 0.5-1 mm 

between microelectrodes and 5-10 mm between macroelectrodes [39, 40].  Studies with this approach 

have demonstrated feasibility and safety for standard intracranial monitoring [40], and revealed an 

improved characterisation of human high frequency oscillations [39], microseizures [31] and the 

heterogeneous activity linked to focal seizure onset [41]. These studies also involved large numbers of 

micro- and macro-electrodes (involving up to 320 channel recording systems) and therefore also 

highlighted the need for ‘big-data’ processing and storage [42, 43]. 

 

Another early approach was the application of high-density penetrating microelectrode arrays, such as 

the NeuroPort
TM

 array with 96 electrodes spanning 16 mm
2
 and with spacing of 400 μm [44]. Studies 

with these arrays also contributed to the discovery of microseizures and interictal microdischarges in 

humans [28, 30], and the characterisation of high frequency oscillations [29] and their utility for 

localising the epileptic zone [45]. 
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A third approach has been the development of a flexible high-resolution non-penetrating array 

composed of ultrathin and flexible silicon nanomembrane transistors embedded in the array [46, 47, 48, 

49, 50, 51]. This approach allows for arrays of potentially thousands of amplified and multiplexed 

electrical sensors that are connected using significantly fewer wires than in standard micro- and macro-

electrode arrays. One key version implanted in cats involved 360 sensors (each 300 x 300 μm
2
) with 

500 μm spacing covering a patch of 10 x 9 mm
2
 and allowed for recording of micro-ECoG signals and 

visualisation of spiral wave patterns in seizures [49]. Although scaling up to clinical sized arrays (80 x 

80 mm
2
) with 25,600 electrodes is feasible, there still remains a lot of work to be done to develop 

processing systems that can process and store the data that can be collected with such arrays [50, 52]. 

Moreover, potential human safety issues regarding active amplification and multiplexing may have to 

be addressed.  

 

Other recent high resolution approaches include an ultraconformable, biocompatible and scalable 

neural interface array called the ‘NeuroGrid’ that contains sensors positioned with a density similar to 

the density of neurons on the cortical surface [53] and a 4096 microelectrode array chip with 21μm 

inter-electrode distance and 21 × 21 μm
2
 electrode size arranged in a squared area of 2.6 × 2.6 mm

2
 

[54]. Bottlenecks in the development and long-term clinical utility of high-resolution arrays still exist, 

such as issues with mechanical properties, scar tissue, active multiplexing, and long-term impedance 

issues [55]. Nevertheless, future work will seek to overcome these challenges.  

 

Many of the latest insights into epilepsy neurophysiology have relied on the combination of multiple 

scale (micro- and macro-scale) recordings. In particular, the apparent self-termination of seizures via 

critical transition [56]; the heterogeneity of single unit activity involved in focal seizures, and 

synchrony of single unit activity during spike and wave seizures [9, 32]; and evidence of an ictal 

penumbra involved in inhibitory restraint of seizure spread [57]. It is also worth noting briefly that 

optogenetics studies [33, 58] combined with high resolution recordings may provide a way to 

disentangle excitatory and inhibitory population activity and develop improved seizure prediction, 

detection, and control [59]. Future work focused on linking the micro-, meso- and macro-scales will 

lead to a deeper understanding of epilepsy, and also potentially point to ways of achieving 

improvements in seizure prediction or early seizure detection.  

 

5. Data-Driven Model-Based Analysis 

 

The use of model-based predictions to generate testable hypotheses is the foundation of scientific 

research. However, developing model-based predictions is challenging for seizure prediction Table 2 

outlines some innovations in the field. Formulating mathematical models of a system as complex as the 

human brain is a daunting task. Nevertheless, the task can be achieved by describing the mean field 

dynamics of neural populations. Mean field models capture emergent dynamics at the mesoscopic scale 

of cortical regions (1mm
2
) [60], rather than describing the dynamics of individual neurons. Mean field 

models of the cortex are the neuroscience counterparts to the mean field approximation used to derive 

the evolution of macroscopic activity from molecular motion [61].  

 

The dynamics of mesoscopic cortical models are governed by parameters that have physical 

interpretations, for instance propagation delays, connectivity strengths, firing thresholds, and details of 

membrane physiology (see [62] for review). For certain combinations of parameters these models will 

generate epileptiform activity [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. The parameters of mean field models are 

generally not directly measurable with clinical recordings, but can be inferred from EEG. These 

parameters should describe abnormal dynamics that are known to occur prior to ictal onset [31, 69]. In 

this way, it becomes possible to use estimation and tracking of mesoscopic model parameters to 

identify a pro-ictal state. However, there is a trade-off in mesoscopic models between incorporating 

enough detail to describe epileptic phenomena, whilst remaining tractable for computation.  

 

Data-driven model-based seizure prediction assimilates measurements with biophysical knowledge 

(contained in the model) to estimate and track the evolution of hidden variables that govern cortical 

activity [70]. There are two stages to model-based prediction; estimation of hidden variables, followed 

by the calculation of seizure likelihood. Seizure likelihood can be evaluated by measuring how close 

the brain is to a critical transition point. There are distinct patterns of cortical activity that indicate the 

brain is approaching a critical point [71]; however, detection of these patterns requires accurate 

estimation of the brain’s current state from EEG. It is also important that the approach to critical 
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transition can be detected with enough time to enable corrective action (e.g. electrical stimulation or 

drug delivery). 

 

Mesoscopic models have proved to be useful for characterizing pre-ictal and ictal dynamics [72, 73], 

which is promising for seizure prediction. However, the parameter estimation methods typically 

impose strict assumptions on the behaviour of populations of neurons that are difficult to validate. Such 

simplifying assumptions are necessary to create parsimonious models of the large regions of cortex 

affected by epilepsy [74, 75]. This inability to fuse mesoscopic and microscopic data within a 

consistent framework is a hurdle for model-based prediction. Further development is needed to 

integrate experimental data from multiple spatial scales in order to provide physiological insight into 

epileptic mechanisms. Earlier we used the analogy comparing mean field approximations of neural 

activity to molecular motion. A major difference between the two aforementioned areas of inquiry is 

that the later has been experimentally verified [76]. Such an experiment with mean field theory in 

neuroscience has not yet been conducted.  

 

Recent developments across many fields have exciting applications for model-based prediction. 

Mathematical techniques to improve accuracy for a broad class of mesoscopic neural models are 

promising [77]. Statistical methods that enable rapid but accurate estimation of connectivity between 

thousands of spiking neurons [78, 79] may alleviate some of the assumptions used to model 

mesoscopic activity. There has also been significant effort to incorporate more accurate anatomical 

information of cortical circuits into computational models [80, 81]. Furthermore, breakthroughs in 

imaging techniques that enable simultaneous recording of spiking neurons and EEG [82] will provide 

an unprecedented opportunity to verify and fine-tune current mathematical models.  

 

6. Conclusion 

 

There is now clear evidence that seizure prediction is possible and feasible [2]. Measuring various bio-

markers for seizure prediction has been undertaken since at least the 1920’s, when parameters such as 

blood cholesterol [84], rhythms [85], and time of day [86]. As with more recent studies of circadian 

cycles [87] many studies have shown distinct temporal patterns, with different patterns between 

individuals and location of seizure origin. A limitation in achieving a clinically viable warning system 

has been a result of limited access to sufficiently long EEG recordings from individual subjects. 

Techniques to acquire sufficiently long and detailed recordings are now becoming available. 

 

A combination of new and innovative methods outlined above, most particularly using long-term high-

spatial resolution data, with the clever use of perturbations and model-based analysis, is likely to lead 

to robust and clinically viable seizure prediction methods. This is great news for epilepsy suffers, 

especially since new drug discovery has failed to significantly reduce the proportion of patients 

inadequately controlled by medical therapies. Development of these techniques may fundamentally 

alter our approach to therapy, permitting tailored treatment ‘on demand’, rather than the constant 

dosing strategies currently necessary. 

 

With access to more and higher quality information regarding the physiological mechanisms involved 

in seizures, the field of seizure prediction can move towards seizure forecasting.  

 

Challenges remain the development of devices of a less invasive nature, and the determination of the 

optimal number and deployment of electrodes to obtain satisfactory forecasting accuracy. Progress in 

materials and analysis techniques mean clinically useful seizure forecasting is now within reach. 
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Table 1. Example high-resolution electrophysiological recording strategies 

Strategy/Device Electrode size Minimum 

electrode 

separation 

Number 

of 

electrodes 

Array 

Size 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Hybrid 

Micro/Macro 

Grids (Worrell 

et al., 2008; 

Van Gompel et 

al., 2008a) 

Micro: 40 μm 

diameter 

Macro: 1-10 

mm
2
 

Micro: 

0.5-1 mm 

Macro: 5-

10 mm 

Up to 320 Up to 

80 x 

80 

mm
2
 

Macro-grids 

used 

routinely in 

clinical 

practice; 

Simultaneous 

micro- and 

macro- data 

Micro-

electrodes still 

for research 

only use; 

Micro-

electrodes can 

break; Can get 

clotting 

between array 

and cortex; 

Both lead to 

unstable 

impedances; 

Lots of wires; 

Spatially 

sparse 

sampling; 

Invasive 

Non-

penetrating 

flexible 

arrays(Viventi 

et al., 2011) 

300 x 300 μm
2
 500 μm 360 10 x 9 

mm
2
 

High density 

μECoG 

recordings; 

Flexible for 

hard to reach 

places; Low 

wire count; 

Less invasive  

Active 

multiplexing 

needs to be 

assessed for 

clinical safety; 

Needs 

acquisition and 

processing 

technology to 

improve for 

scalability 

Penetrating 

arrays (Waziri 

et al., 2009) 

3-5 μm 

diameter 

microelectrode 

tips 

400 μm 96 4 x 4 

mm
2
 

High density 

single unit 

recordings 

Bed of nails 

effect; Also a 

potential 

wiring issue; 

Typically 

restricted to 

small patch; 

Invasive 
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Table 2: Innovations in Data-Driven Model-Based Analyse of EEG. 

Contribution Future Application Author Date 

Demonstrated use of a simple 

population model to capture a 

range of EEG/MEG 

phenomena 

Simplified models may 

be spatially enlarged to 

capture multi-channel 

EEG recordings 

David and Friston [83] 2003 

[65] Provides anatomically 

detailed summary of 

connections between neural 

sub-types 

May be used to improve 

realism of mathematical 

models 

Thomson and Lamy [81] 2007 

Derivation and proof of 

principle for a method to 

relate large-scale spatially 

distributed neural field 

models to 

electrophysiological data 

Modeling of high-

resolution 

microelectrode data 

from Utah array 

recordings or optical 

imaging. 

Freestone et al. [70] 2012 

[73] Demonstrated relevance of 

population model parameters 

to pre-ictal state 

Possibility of scaling up 

this technique to larger 

brain regions  

 Freestone et al. [73] 

 Aarabi and He [72] 

2013 

 

2014 

Estimation of mesoscopic 

connectivity structures from 

microscale spiking data 

May inform mesoscopic 

model design and allow 

experimental validation 

of population models. 

Buesing et al. [79] 

 

Zaytsev et al. [78] 

2014 

 

 

 

 

 

2015 

Provides a measurement of 

individual neural activity 

with the potential of 

simultaneously recording 

from a macroscopic electrode 

The ability to validate 

mesoscopic model 

estimates with 

experimental data 

Prevedel et al. [82] 2015 


